
 

EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN 
 

When faced with an emergency or accident, take steps to reduce danger and ensure proper 
care for injured persons.  The safety and well-being of crew members should be the first 
priority.  Contact supervisor as soon as reasonably possible to report accidents or damage to 
equipment.   
 
The following flow charts and other materials can be used as a guide for deciding how to 
respond to the situation.  
 
Documents Included: 

x Utah State University “Hazard, Accident, and Incident Procedures” flow chart 
x Wilderness First Aid “Evacuation Plan Flow Chart” 
x Utah State University “Property Loss/Bodily Injury Report” form 
x Utah State University “Vehicle Accident Report” form 

 
If a situation arises where a person needs medical assistance and the crew is not able to take 
the injured crew member to the nearest hospital or an immediate evacuation is the only 
reasonable option to ensure the injured crew member gets the medical care they need, 
members of the crew will be sent to find cell service.  
 
The crew leader will go over the emergency response plan and related protocols at the 
beginning of the field season. 
 
Following proper procedures will prevent most problems.  If anyone is found to be using 
equipment or vehicles in an unsafe manner that would create risk of bodily harm or damage to 
the equipment, the supervisor or any crew member must intervene to correct it.  Flagrant 
disregard of safety procedures or endangering the safety of any person, must be reported to 
supervisor.   



 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 



 



 



Working(in(Summer(Conditions!
Concept:(!
Conditions!in!the!summer!can!be!unpredictable!and!dangerous.!From!pop6up!thunderstorms!to!hot,!
sunny!days,!various!health!concerns!can!arise!if!the!crew!is!not!sufficiently!prepared.!!
Primary(Safety(Concerns:(!
The!primary!safety!concerns!of!working!in!the!summer!include!dehydration,!overexposure!to!the!
sun,!heat!exhaustion,!hypothermia!(if!cold!and/or!wet),!snake!or!insect!bites,!and!other!health!
problems.!!
Procedure:(!
1.!The!field!crew!should!discuss!the!signs!and!symptoms!of!the!major!health!concerns!listed!above!
and!be!prepared!to!administer!care!in!the!field.!For!example,!a!dehydrated!crew!member!may!
appear!tired,!complain!of!thirst,!be!disoriented!or!easily!confused,!and/or!not!urinating!at!regular!
intervals.!Other!crew!members!should!encourage!the!person!to!take!a!break,!sip!water!regularly,!
and!try!to!decrease!their!body!temperature.!!
2.!The!crew!leader!is!responsible!for!being!aware!of!the!physical!well6being!of!the!crew.!Taking!
regular!water!and!snack!breaks!and!asking!everyone!how!they!are!is!a!normal!part!of!looking!after!
the!crew.!!
3.!Every!crew!member!should!carry!enough!water!to!remain!hydrated!throughout!the!day.!!
4.!Stay!situationally!aware!of!the!insects!and!venomous!snakes!around!you.!Alert!others!to!the!
presence!of!dangerous!creatures!so!they!can!also!avoid!hazardous!interactions.!!
5.!If!a!crew!member!has!a!medical!condition!that!would!be!difficult!to!address!in!the!field!(i.e.!
allergic!to!bee!stings!or!has!asthma),!they!should!notify!the!crew!leader!and!make!sure!they!have!
their!necessary!medications!on!hand.!If!necessary,!they!should!alert!others!on!how!to!administer!
them.!!
6.!Personal!protective!equipment!(PPE)!that!is!recommended!includes!a!full6brimmed!hat,!long6
sleeved!lightweight!shirt,!pants,!and!sunscreen.!!
!
Contact(Information:(!
PI:!Clark!Rushing!!
Phone:!435679760337!!
Email:!clark.rushing@usu.edu!!



Driving(and(Hiking(in(Rough(Terrain!
Concept:(!
Vehicle!and!foot!travel!over!rough!terrain!requires!heightened!awareness!of!the!dangers!facing!the!
well6being!of!the!vehicle!and!the!individual.!Being!comfortable!with!four6wheel!drive!and!knowing!
individual!physical!limits!will!ensure!a!safer!working!environment.!!
Primary(Safety(Concerns:(!
The!primary!concerns!with!vehicular!travel!over!rough!terrain!include!getting!a!vehicle!stuck,!
damaging!a!vehicle,!and!driver!fatigue.!The!primary!concern!with!foot!travel!is!physical!injury!(i.e.!
rolled!ankle,!tripping,!falling,!or!striking!objects).!!
Procedure:(!
1.!All!drivers!should!be!comfortable!with!four6wheel!drive!before!attempting!to!drive!over!rough!
terrain.!If!not,!they!should!switch!out!with!a!more!experienced!driver.!!
2.!Driver!fatigue!is!possible!while!driving!on!back!roads!because!of!the!constant!need!for!
heightened!awareness.!If!a!driver!is!showing!signs!of!stress!or!fatigue,!they!should!switch!out!with!
another!driver.!!
3.!If!a!vehicle!is!stuck!or!damaged,!the!crew!leader!and!crew!should!assess!the!situation.!If!they!are!
unable!to!fix!the!problem!and!need!outside!assistance,!they!should!seek!help!according!to!the!
communication!plan.!!
4.!If!a!crew!member!is!injured!while!traversing!rough!terrain,!the!crew!should!evaluate!the!
situation.!The!crew!leader!should!do!what!they!can!to!take!care!of!the!injury.!If!evacuation!is!
necessary,!the!crew!should!follow!the!emergency!response!plan.!!
5.!All!crew!members!should!evaluate!their!well6being!and!their!surroundings.!If!they!are!unsure!
they!are!able!to!work!safely!in!the!environment,!they!should!voice!their!concerns!to!the!crew!
leader.!!
6.!Crew!members!who!have!never!driven!in!46wheel!drive!or!need!a!refresher!should!consider!
watching!a!4x4!training!video!such!as!the!following:!!
!
How(to(Drive(Off(Road(4x4(Part(1:(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FcTTPV9JmIE.!!
Start%watching%from%26147%minutes,%then%from%51155%minutes.%Resume%at%58:30%to%the%end.%Keep%in%
mind%these%examples%are%more%extreme%than%most%situations%we%will%face%in%the%field.%Note:%there%are%
commercials%dispersed%throughout%the%video.%If%you%have%in%earbuds,%the%volume%increases%
dramatically%for%the%commercials.%!
7.!Personal!Protective!Equipment!(PPE)!recommended!for!rough!terrain!includes!sturdy!boots!or!
sneakers!and!high6quality!socks.!!
!
Contact(Information:(!
PI:!Clark!Rushing!!
Phone:!435679760337! !!
Email:!clark.rushing@usu.edu!!



Travelling(in(Wilderness!
Concept:(!
Travelling!to!remote!sites!to!conduct!field!work!often!involves!limited!to!no!cell!service!and!long!
travel!times!to!the!nearest!amenities!and!medical!facilities.!Not!having!easy!access!to!nearby!
amenities!requires!preparation!and!a!well6thought6out!communication!plan.!!
Primary(Safety(Concerns:(!
The!primary!concerns!with!working!in!the!wilderness!include!limited!communication,!remote!
vehicle!repairs,!and!emergency!response!in!case!of!physical!injury.!!
Procedure:(!
1.!Before!leaving!Logan,!the!individual!or!field!crew!needs!to!discuss!their!communication!options!
when!they!reach!the!field!site.!If!cell!service!is!not!available!at!the!site,!they!should!consider!
carrying!a!SPOT!unit!or!satellite!phone!in!case!they!need!to!seek!help.!They!should!designate!an!
emergency!contact!in!Logan!who!will!be!able!to!coordinate!assistance!if!necessary.!!
2.!Make!sure!the!vehicles!are!equipped!with!the!basic!tools!necessary!to!deal!with!minor!vehicle!
repairs!out!in!the!field.!For!example,!spare!tires!and!a!jack!should!be!in!the!vehicle!in!case!a!flat!tire!
needs!replaced.!!
3.!Make!sure!the!vehicles!have!enough!fuel!to!reach!the!field!site!and!return!to!the!nearest!gas!
station.!!
4.!Crew!leaders!should!train!field!technicians!on!how!to!react!in!a!situation!where!a!crew!member!is!
injured!and!needs!medical!attention.!!
5.!The!crew!leader!is!responsible!for!maintaining!an!up6to6date!Wilderness!First!Aid!certification!or!
comparable!training.!The!USU!Outdoor!Recreation!Program!offers!weekend!training!sessions!
throughout!the!semester.!!
6.!Personal!Protective!Equipment!(PPE)!recommended!is!a!serviceable!first!aid!kit.!!
!
Contact(Information:(!
PI:!Clark!Rushing!!
Phone:!435679760337!!
Email:!clark.rushing@usu.edu!


